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CEO, Kate Morton
Welcome to Bath Mind’s Impact Report for 2022/23.  It has been a very busy but 
challenging year as we have come out of the pandemic and focused on getting 
back into our operational delivery.  However, Bath Mind remain agile and 
responsive to the needs of our communities and we have definitely found that 
there is no such thing as business as usual.  We are working in an environment 

where the cost of living crisis impacts so many of our beneficiaries and the many     
   life challenges faced by people can exacerbate poor mental health.  We have                 
        continued to adapt services to ensure we can respond to those individuals experiencing   
                      the wider challenges of financial hardship, inadequate housing, job loss, isolation.

Despite these ongoing challenges, Bath Mind colleagues continue to work creatively and effectively 
providing high quality, person centred services, supporting improved wellbeing for individuals to live 
their best lives.

In April we launched our three year strategy for Bath Mind, highlighting our core values which underpin 
everything that we do:
 • Trustworthy and Safe
 • Courageous and Empowering
 • Person Centred and Collaborative
 • Creative and Adaptive
 • Compassionate and Empathetic
 • Inter-connected
 • Supporting autonomy
 
I am very excited to be working with the senior leadership team and colleagues to develop the 
ambitions of our strategy over the coming three years.  As we look forward into the autumn, we 
celebrate our 25th year as a local mental health charity.  We are also embedding our ‘front door’ 
service, Access mental health, working with our primary and secondary care partners including our 
acute hospital trust,  and we are opening Orchard House, our community housing service with 24 hour 
support for people leaving hospital.

Once again a huge thank you to all of my colleagues, Board of trustees, volunteers, and our community 
champions, all of whom make Bath Mind an amazing organisation to be part of!

Whilst all words in quotes and stories herein are shared as written, names and 
photographs may have been changed  to protect identity, where requested.  

All quotes are from people who have used our services, unless stated otherwise.

Chair, Pip Galland
We are very proud to present our 2022-2023 Impact Report. On our 25th anniversary, 
we look back with pride on another successful twelve months and ahead to 
another crucial and challenging period for the charity, against the aftermath of 
the pandemic, social isolation, and the cost-of-living crisis. As an organisation, we 

have a lot to be proud of, as showcased by this year’s Impact Report. 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of Bath Mind’s staff and Volunteers for their 
continued commitment. We can only achieve the impact we do - punching consistently above our 
weight year on year - thanks to the expertise and dedication of CEO, Kate Morton, her senior 
leadership team and our staff, all of whom serve our local community.

Over this last year, I have met inspiring staff members, volunteers, and I have also spoken with many 
individuals and young people about the impact Bath Mind has had on their lives. This success and 
commitment has formed the core themes of our next strategic plan, and we hope to reap the rewards 
of this next year and beyond. 

We look forward to continuing our work, extending and deepening our impact for the benefit the 
people we serve; and to continue our journey to become an even more inclusive, equal and diverse 
organisation. On behalf of the Board, thank you to our colleagues, volunteers and supporters. We look 
forward to continuing our amazing partnerships next year and beyond.



Our Year in Numbers

791
Wellbeing

Groups, workshops 
courses delivered

 
 (a 49% increase 
on 2021-2022)

332
new referrals 

to our 
Wellbeing 
Services 

2022-2023

4,440
befriending 
support

calls
made

4,600Kg
of food

collected, 
used and 

shared with 
those in need

37,855
website

users
(a 7.8% increase 
on 2021-2022)

2,884
hours 

given by 
volunteers

(a 41% increase 
on 2021-2022)

8,557
hours of 1:1 

support
from our

Community
Support
Service

180
community 
fundraisers 
supported

65 
wellbeing 

groups 
per 

month

£315,934
secured in

benefit
applications

(a 68% increase 
on 2021-2022)

100%
success rate 

on PIP 
appeals 

by our Welfare 
Benefits Advisor

100% of our 
community 

support 
clients say 

issues affecting 
them are being 

addressed 

256 local 
NHS staff 
trained in 

Mental 
Health 

First Aid

477 hours 
of mental 

health first 
aid training 

delivered 
to local 

organisations

862 
local people 
trained in 

mental 
health 

first aid

7458 
people 

now follow 
us on social 

media

79% 
increase 

in our 
supporters 
mailng list 
audience

135,578 
page views 

on our 
website 

(15.8% increase 
on 2021-2022)

1,534 
hours of 1:1 
counselling
 (a 23% increase 

on 2021-2022)

753
new 

referrals to 
our Access 

Service

79,370
minutes

of
Befriending
call support

(a 23% increase
on 2021-2022)

89,686
minutes

of calls to our 
crisis line 

(a 32% increase 
on 2021-2022)

2,490
visits to
Breathing 

Space
crisis hub

3,378
calls

to 
Breathing Space 

(a 25% increase 
on 2021-2022)

4,000
copies of our 
Wellbeing in 

BaNES 
magazine 

distributed

We 
supported 

people from 
16-96 

years old

£65,000
received 

in
community 
donations

234 
messages 

received on 
social media

(a 10% increase on 
2021-2022)

23%
increase

in followers on 
LinkedIn

43%
increase
in subscribers 

on
YouTube

154 
people 

supported to 
improve their 
nutrition and 

cooking skills.

100% 
of people 

supported by our 
Dual Diagnosis 

service felt they 
were better able 
to manage their 
mental health.

352 
people trained 

as 
Mental 

Health First 
Aiders

170Kg 
of food 

saved from 
landfill 

every week!

171
NEW 

individuals
joined a 

wellbeing group 
or activity.



We are Bath Mind

Access community mental health

Wellbeing

Food for thought
Greenlinks

Intensive outreach service

Dual diagnosis service

Breathing Space
Befriending

Community Support

Housing

Training

Emergency Adults Department

Welfare Benefits

Counselling

Volunteering

Bath Mind is a local, independent charity.  
Whilst we are affiliated with national Mind, 

we have our own governance and are 
financially independent.  We develop and 
deliver services according to the needs 

of our community, across Bath and North 
East Somerset.

With over 180,000 residents, and a large 
student community, our services are broad 

and varied to meet individual needs.

From crisis support to improving and 
maintaining wellbeing, we are committed 

to improving mental health service 
provision and outcomes for people living 

in BaNES.

Our Services
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“Bath Mind is amazing
 and I truly 

recommend them. 
Thank you so much 

for all of your support.”

Access Community Mental Health

Jane self-referred to our 
Access service on advice from 
her GP.  She was 
experiencing family stress and 
had recently been signed off 
of work due to stress 
experienced at work.  These 
experiences had resulted in low mood, 
hopelessness and feeling lost.  Access signposted 
Jane to local support services including 
counselling and Bath Mind’s wellbeing groups; 
they provided her with techniques and resources 
including coping skills, mindfulness exercises, 
breathing techniques and grounding skills.  After 
a period of time, Jane was able to return to work, 
was more in control of her life and was happy that 
she had tools which can be used in situations that 
cause extra stress.  

Established in January 2022, our Access Community Mental Health service 
works with individuals to identify what goals they would like to work towards 
within their mental health.  Our dedicated team support people to access and 
engage with broader services in their community, enabling them to move 
forward in achieving their goals for their mental health and wellbeing.  Many 
of those who engage with the service have not known where to turn and are new to mental 
health support services.

“There has been contact every step of the way. I feel more confident that I can 
live my life better from a mental health perspective. If it wasn’t for (Bath) Mind 

I wouldn’t be working on my issues with my past traumas with 
Breakthrough and I know my life will get better from here.”

“The support has made me come out of myself.  I’m feeling much 
better and the tools have been such a help.  I think I would have been lost 
without you.  Just being taken out of the house and meeting somewhere - 

I’m actually well and I can recover.  If you had come to the house I would have 
been ill for longer.  Can’t fault you, the work you do has opened my eyes and made 

me see.  You were brilliant.  I’ve found ‘me’ for the first time in 20 years.”

Jane’s StoryReferrals In

 169            107          173      304
   Q1  Q2            Q3         Q4

Access referrals to other Bath Mind services

Befriending
Breathing

Space
Community

Support
Counselliing

Service
Welfare
Benefits

Wellbeing
Groups

21

81

32

116

12

70

753 people referred into our 
Access Service, with 95% of them 

being supported by Bath Mind.

44% of those supported by 
our Access service were 

signposted to appropriate 
support within other Bath 

Mind services.



Befriending
Befriending began as a support for people during the pandemic, and quickly became very 

much in demand, evidencing the need to support a reduction in loneliness and isolation across 
BaNES as well as more complex mental health needs.  Three years on, despite increased 

staffing capacity, the need for our Befriending service continues to grow and we maintain a 
busy waiting list.  Action has been taken to reduce this with creative solutions, such as 

identifying marginalised groups within the service and connecting them - either face-to-face 
or online, to encourage engagement in peer support.  

“I will always be grateful for your calls, you have 
supported me through the toughest of times”

“Thanks again for all your support, advice and high levels of empathy that 
gave me comfort and helped me so much, more than you will ever know”

When I was referred to the Bath Mind befriending service  I was in 
a very difficult place and my anxiety was putting a huge strain on 
my family.  My befriender helped me all the way through and out 
of those difficult times. She was there for me in the worst of days 
and has been a wonderful support to me as I moved forward and 
changed my life for the better. She has been friendly, caring, hugely 
supportive, insightful and reassuring. I am so grateful.

Gerald’s Story

“My befriending calls have been extremely helpful and having someone 
to talk and listen to me when I felt I had no one else has been 

deeply touching.”

After a number of calls with a befriender it helped me to start 
talking to people again as for a number of months I was at a very 
low point where suicidal thoughts were constant and I didn’t want 
to talk to any friends so I cut myself off.  I am still getting myself 
well and it is taking its time as I feel pretty fragile at times.  
Having someone who is genuinely interested in listening to me and 
helping me makes a huge difference and I have progressed in 
positive ways thanks to their help.

David’s Story

Depression    35%
Anxiety    31%
PTSD      9%
Stress     7%
Personality Disorder   3%
OCD      2%
Psychosis     2%
Bipolar     2%
Mood Disorder    2%
Eating Disorder    1%
Schizo-affective Disorder  0.5%
Schizophrenia   0.5%

Other      3%
None      1%

Presenting Clinical Mental Health Diagnoses



Breathing Space

“Breathing Space has made a huge, huge difference, to be 
listened to in a non-judgemental way and to know it’s OK to 

feel the way I do.”

“Thank you for fighting my corner, 
I have never had this type of support before”

Over the past year, Breathing Space has continued to be an important service which is very 
much in demand.  We have built on relationships with GP surgeries throughout BaNES, 
improving knowledge and understanding of the service and increasing accessibility.  Our now 
longstanding team of staff are highly experienced and skilled in the support they are offer, 
and the team continue to work closely with other Bath Mind services to provide a very unique 
package of support.

Despite all my outbursts and suspensions. You have stuck by me. 
Despite annual leave. Despite suspensions. Despite challenging 
behaviour. Despite trying to push you away. 

You have slowly proved to me that not everyone leaves. That 
attachment is difficult. But you have stuck by me. Through thick. 
Through thin. Through my happy moments. Through my mental 
moments. Through my crisis moments. Through moments where I 
just needed to be myself. Through angry moments.

Breathing Space. It has helped me in many different ways. From working on worksheets 
focusing on attachment, creating a distress tolerance plan. Self-esteem and there’s 
probably others which I should remember at the moment but can’t. They have been 
there for me through my unfocused but good times but also times where all I did 
was cry.

Juliette’s Story

“I was feeling suicidal and unbalanced when I arrived and am 
leaving feeling calmer, supported and after having a lovely chat, 

I am cheered up and lighter”

Anxiety    32%
Depression    29%
PTSD      9%
Personality Disorder   7%
Stress     4%
Bipolar     3%
OCD      2%
Psychosis     2%
Schizophrenia    2%
Eating Disorder    1%
Mood Disorder    1%
Schizo-affective Disorder   1%
Hearing Voices    0.5%
Peri natal (pre & post natal)  0.5%

Other      3%
None      2%

Presenting Clinical Mental Health Diagnoses



Community Support
The Bath Mind Community Support Team work with people with significant enduring needs. 
Many of the individuals historically experienced crisis, self-harm, suicidal ideation or had 
safeguarding needs that required intervention.  During 2022-2023 the team supported 31 
people with enduring, complex needs totalling typically 65 one-to-one sessions per week.  
Approximately half had an autism diagnosis alongside a mental health condition, and almost 
two thirds had long term physical health conditions or a learning disability.   This demonstrates 
the established link between illness, disability and mental health. Whilst anxiety and 
depression were common, people were supported across the spectrum of mental health 
needs.

Greg was an autistic young man with a history of anxiety and 
social avoidance.  Our support commenced in 2020 to improve his 
mental health and encourage the development of daily living skills 
so that he could achieve his goal of living independently.  Greg 
began building confidence in these skills and became competent in 
the kitchen and with other home-based tasks such as laundry and 
cleaning.  He also gained skills for managing his mental health and 
increasing social confidence.  Covid delayed the opportunity for progress however Greg 
steadily progressed towards his goals, securing a job as a game developer and starting 
to date online.  Greg met and visited his girlfriend in 2022 and by the end of that year 
felt confident enough in his skills to leave home and move in with her, so our support 
ceased with all goals accomplished.

Greg’s Story

Outcomes were extremely positive. Most people were able to better manage their mental 
health, felt safe and secure, were maintaining their home or tenancy and were engaging with 
meaningful activities. Almost a fifth also gained or maintained employment over the year.  Six 
people ended support over the year; three having achieved all outcomes and three having 
achieved significant progress. 

“Bath Mind have given 
me the tools to help 

me deal with how I feel 
and help me live a 

normal life. I enjoy my 
sessions and look 

forward to them. If 
everyone had the 
opportunity to be 

understood like Bath 
Mind understand 

people, there would be 
a lot less suicides.”

“It’s been a good service that has helped me to expand my life in 
areas such as going to groups and becoming more independent.”

Presenting Mental Health Diagnoses

“I’m settling in here okay. I’ve made friends with all the cats, and I’ve already 
tried a lot of new foods. Soon I will start looking for a job 

locally. I have my game development job to keep the income flowing 
in the meantime. In short, I’m doing just fine and am enjoying myself. I’m still 

keeping in touch with my family of course. Thanks for helping me to get this far.”

Anxiety   87%
Depression          48%
OCD    13%
Schizophrenia  13%
Bipolar   10%
PTSD    6%
Phobias    6%
EUPD    3%

67% of people have 
multiple mental health 

conditions.



Counselling

“I have gained an 
inner confidence 
and feel able to 
tackle stressful 
situations, it has 

been a huge 
help to me.”

“The counselling has been helpful, given me some positive outcomes as well, 
really helped me face all of my problems. This has helped me get out, make new 

friends, calmed my anxiety and depression a lot.”

Our Counselling service grew considerably during 2022-2023, with an increase in staffing 
including the addition of a qualified young people’s counsellor.  We were also fortunate to 
have a minimum of five volunteer counsellors throughout the year, dedicating up to 3 
counselling hours per week during their placement.  We offer 12 sessions as a starting point, 
as we recognise the challenges associated with short term interventions.  Many of the people 
usingour service have said that they have previously struggled to gain access to consistent 
therapeutic support.

One of our primary aims is 
to provide affordable 
counselling and support to 
individuals with low 
incomes and those 
receiving benefits.  We 
understand that without 
our assistance, these 
individuals would not have 
access to the necessary 
counselling support 
they require.

“It has helped me work through issues and I’m calmer. It has been
invaluable at a time of financial crisis, I am so grateful to have 

received help at a cost I can afford.”

Getting counselling has improved my way of life gradually and I’m 
hoping it continues to; I feel overall better. I’m experiencing higher 
moods more often and can easily recognise when I do; I feel a lot less 
guilt about mistakes I make and I give myself the space and time I 
need to tackle them.  I’m respecting my boundaries more and my own 
wants/needs before I acquiesce to others.  I still have a way to go 
but the skills and altered mindset is helping me get there.

I have the confidence to try things out on my own and to step away if I feel it genuinely 
is too much for that moment. I don’t feel as awful after messing up social interactions, 
and I’m starting to work around and also with the way my brain prefers to do things, in 
hopefully a healthier way.

Janice’s Story

Universal Credit   49
PIP     39
Employment Support  15
Housing Benefit   10
Child Benefit   10
Pension     9
Disability Living Allowance  8
Carers Allowance    7 
Income Support      1

Anxiety   31.8%
Depression   31.8%
PTSD     7.9%
OCD     4.5%
Bipolar     3%
Personality Disorder   3%
Eating Disorder   2.6%
Stress    2%
Psychosis    1.9%
Hearing Voices   0.7%
Mood Disorder   0.7%
Schizo-affective Disorder  0.4%
Other     2.2%
None     7.9%

Presenting Clinical Mental Health Diagnoses



Dual Diagnosis

“I feel I have come so far in the 6 weeks following my discharge. I don’t think my 
recovery would have been so smooth without the support of Bath Mind. I felt my 
voice was truly heard and a bespoke package of care was tailored to my needs. I 

feel in a much safer space now.”

Emergency Department Adults

This one year pilot service began in February 2023.  Since then they have worked with DHI to 
support people to access statutory mental health or holistic services, working on coping 
stratgegies, emotional support and signposting into other services.  1:1 sessions give an 

average of 12 weeks of support, helping people understand how their brains work in terms of 
asic neuroscience, depending on the individual, and getting people to understand what their 

trigger points may be and how to use different coping strategies rather than drugs 
and alcohol.

 100% of the people asked felt that they were progressing towards their 
goals and felt better able to manage their mental health and wellbeing.

The Bath Mind Emergency Department Adult Intervention Service is located at the Royal 
United Hospital. Bath.  Our skilled, trauma-informed practitioners have provided 

emergency support to over 150 people, as well as emotional support techniques to manage 
mental health challenges, safety planning and supporting individuals taking the next steps to 
enhance their mental health and wellbeing.  The team support people to access appropriate 

local resources and connect with other Bath Mind services.

“Thank you for supporting me yesterday. I was having tough times physically 
and mentally and you helping me out by talking to me and organising 

my CBT follow-up call.”

“I’m so glad you are listening, and 
I express gratitude 

frequently for my support.”

“Providing a safe space and support where patients can explore their mental health and 
wellbeing challenges is key to the service. Elevating peoples’ confidence, giving hope 
and providing resources for people to support their own mental health and wellbeing.  

The positive impacts of the follow up calls and updates on peoples’ achievements since 
being involved in the service has been invaluable.” Service Manager

53% of EDA referrals are 
signposted to other Bath Mind services.

Presenting Issue



Food For Thought

“Committing to attending the group gives me focus to my week. Each week has 
been a lovely surprise! I have been really fortunate to meet some fantastic 

people who are so mutually patient and supportive.”

“Friendly atmosphere, run by two lovely ladies who are very welcoming and 
allow people to learn at their pace whilst making everyone feel useful. It was 

a great environment to meet others and make new friends.”

Our Food For Thought service has provided a range of 
informative courses which supports eating heathily on a budget.  
They attend the new monthly Sharing Hub and collaborate with 

local organisations such as Genesis Trust, Oasis Hub (Pantry) 
and St John’s Association. Their Food and Mood course and 

accompanying leaflet resources have supported people living 
across BaNES, combined with a physical activity programme in 

Bath for the Over 55s.  Recipes, nutrition support and resources 
are also shared widely in publications and on our website.

Every week our Food for 
Thought team collect over 
170Kg of surplus food from 

supermarkets and  
restaurants in Bath. Food 
is used on courses and in 

cooking sessions as well as 
shared with others 

including community 
fridges, food pantries and 

community groups who 
distribute to local families.

New courses at Twerton 
Village hall have reached 

many new people, 
supporting them with skills 

in healthy nutrition and 
cooking from scratch.

Food for Thought catered 
for successful Harvest 

Supper and Burns Night 
at Bath Abbey.

Food For Thought have 
catered for various other 
small events throughout 

the year including visits to 
our Greenlinks site 

using fresh produce in 
Plot to Plate recipes.

“Improving my physical health (diet) has helped my mental wellbeing. 
The staff were encouaging all the time and issues individual to me 

personally were discussed privately..”

I had recently moved to the area after spending 4 months in a psychiatric hospital.  
I had moved from another city because I was a victim of abuse....because of the 
situation I had cut ties to all family members, friends, left my job that I loved.  I 
joined Bath Mind as a member of a 6 week cooking group.  I made a connection with 
the course leader and slowly my confidence grew... I started to let people in. I faced 
the difficult conversations with my family...None of this could have been done without the support of 
Bath Mind.  The groups that have supported me throughout the 6 years I have been in contact with 
them have been the Food for Thought groups, and especially the Thursday lunch club...If you saw the 
me now and the me then, you would not recognise me. My posture is no longer that small, curled up 
quiet person who was scared to make a peep.  To the strong, independent, confident, resilient 
proactive woman I am now. I could not have done it without the support of Bath Mind...Who would 
have thought I would have (now) been volunteering for Bath Mind!

Abigail’s Story

Our lunch club continued to 
meet for lunch as a peer led 

group, reducing social 
isolation and 

supporting one anothers’ 
mental health.



“Thank you for helping me to relax in a group of people. 
I had forgotten that I could.”

Greenlinks
Our Greenlinks sites are situated in Monksdale Road, Bath and Ammerdown, 

Radstock.  Across the two sites, we support people to connect and enjoy gardening, 
sharing in the produce which they grow.  Our sites provide an oasis of calm and the 
opportunity to connect with new people, supporting a reduction in isolation.  Over 
the year, we provided a wide range of activities at the site, from Walking Groups to 

Creative Mindfulness.  Our Food for Thought service regularly visits the site, cooking 
up delicious pot to plate meals from the produce grown.

““I have really 
appreciated today 

to sit and be 
calm in my 

troubled mind”. 

“I enjoyed the relaxation session the most.  It totally relaxed 
me in the sun and enabled me to feel a sense of calm”.  

I was first referred to bath mind in ...for my social anxiety...Later down the line I 
also joined green-links .... I have never had any interest in gardening but 
actually found it very helpful and therapeutic to do the simple tasks they have 
and actually see progress from your work as well as being in nature and the 
calming allotments they have. Everything I have been through with Bath Mind 
has definitely helped me as a person develop a sense of self and an acceptance 
with taking things slowly. I am regularly catching myself doing things that would 
have been impossible a year ago and I know that bath mind and the people there 
have played a large part in that.  I am now work as a volunteer at Bath Mind, helping with the 
GreenLinks group twice a week.  I also have a part time job making coffees.

Gerald’s Story

100% of those attending our Greenlinks group 
feel that they are able to:

Meet and talk to other people (feel less lonely)
Staff always treat me as an individual with respect and dignity.

I learn something new and try new gardening activities.
Attending the group helps me to stay well and avoid a crisis.

We held Community Days at Greenlinks, our Monksdale Road allotment site, 
engaging with the local community.  We have run many popular courses including: 
Creative mindfulness; Nature-based Art; Pot to Plate; Creative Writing; Landscaping.

“I meet new people here, friendly, happy, I like coming here and I have fun.”



Housing
Our residential home at No 82 is a registered care home and provides support for 
up to 8 people.  2022-2023 was a busy year at No 82; the garden now has a decking 
areaand a new pond already containing frogs, newts and fish. We have also painted 
and refurnished the house and are showcasing residents’’ alongside Bath artists in the 
community.  Residents are supported to achieve outcomes such as accessing specialist 
support for long-term addiction; managing the environment safely; better self-management 
with personal hygiene,  increasing social confidence, financial maximisation with benefits 
participating in the community and confidence in independent use of public transport.

Sandy

I’ve stayed at 82 for three years 
and I’m now about to move into my 
own flat. The staff have helped me 
to find out how to do this and get 
ready for this next step.

The staff here have been really nice 
and have always helped me when I 
needed it.

I feel more confident now and am 
excited about getting my own 
place. I’ve been really happy during 
my time here and I will miss 
everyone when I leave.

Bath Mind’s supported living accommodation offers six people who are experiencing mental 
health issues one bedroomed self contained flats.  Support works on managing a tenancy and 
moving on to independent living. This year, we have supported people to maximising their 
income; learn skills and develop a pathway to manage a tenancy; self-manage their mental 
health symptoms and access support for maintenance and crisis; achieve their potential in 
terms of lifestyle choices, hobbies, education and employment. We supported five clients to 
move into their flats. Four of these people had previous experience of homelessness and it had 
been a long journey for them to finally find their own flat and have much needed security of a 
long term tenancy as well as the skills and confidence to manage it.

“My whole life I’ve been a recluse. Since I’ve been here my life 
has been special. Its hard for me to trust people but you 

[the manager and staff] have been wonderful..”

“I’ve loved living [at Marlborough lane]. I was sleeping in the 
park two years ago and now I feel Im finally starting to relax.”

One person was supported to live as independent a life as he was able to do so.  As a person 
who loves to be a part of his community, to be out, attend church, art groups and use public 
transport, we enabled him to do this safely with his needs for medication management, 
mental health support, physical health appointments and safe management of his 
environment being fully met.  His need for meaningful trusting relationships was fully met.

“I sometimes feel lonely and scared but now 
I can come and see the staff and it helps me feel better.”



Intensive Outreach Service
Over the past year, the Intensive Outreach Service has received increased numbers in 

step-down support from hospital.  They work closely with both our Access Community Mental 
Health and Breathing Space services, to ensure peope have support in place for those leaving 
hospital to reduce readmission.  Staff in the service have increased by 37% in the past year.

Helen was discharged from hospital following a 5-month admission due to manic bipolar episodes. 
Fantastic progress was made towards identified goals during the 12 weeks support we provided, and she 
has gained back a significant amount of confidence and independence as a result. Intensive Outreach 
were able to support her leading up to a custody court hearing and help her build positive routines which 
will enable to step back into a caregiver role for her daughter. Intensive Outreach also supported her with 
rebuilding her confidence and self-esteem, crisis planning, identifying and attending suitable wellbeing 
groups as well as a daily wellbeing plan.

“The support I have had from Bath Mind is the best support that I have 
had from any of the services. I am so grateful, the support has helped 

me so much, especially when I first came out of hospital and during the 
court hearing”

“I think (Bath) Mind have been one of the best mental health supports 
I’ve ever had. Bath Mind have been absolutely fantastic. I now have 

more confidence and I can turn to myself more and rely on myself more. 
(Bath) Mind have been bloody brilliant.”

Recovery Team
Intensive Team
EIPT
PCLS
Hillview
Secondary Therapies

Sycamore Ward
Beechlydeene
MHLT

Source of Referrals

EUPD -  15%
Bipolar - 21%
Schizophrenia - 13%
CPTSD - 7%
PTSD - 1%
Depression - 21%
Psychosis - 8%
Anxiety Disorder - 7%
Anxiety - 6%
Schizoaffective - 2%

Presenting Clinical Mental Health Diagnoses

Helen’s Story



Room 627

Volunteering at Bath Mind offers many opportunities; we are hugely 
grateful to the valuable contribution made by our volunteers.

Volunteering

Over the past year, Room 627 worked creatively within schools, connecting with children and 
young people across BaNES to form ‘The Egg Project’.  Over 3 days in October 2022, a group 
of amazing creative young people took over the Egg Theatre in Bath.  They were joined by 
artists and guided through fun activities focussed around encouraging them to think about 
how we can all make the world a kinder, more compassionate place and support each other 
through times of change.

“I feel less shy and it gave me confidence in public speaking”

“I have learned ways of coping with worries.”

Room 627 continues to enable young people to change perceptions and provide inspiration to leaders 
and local councillors.  As a result of Room 627, young people have been invited to local board meetings 
to represent young people and improve what is in place in BaNES.  

“A brilliant project for young people to share their 
thoughts and feelings creatively.”

Room 627 works in schools across BaNES, supporting young people to understand their 
thoughts and feelings, improve their connectivity and create a supportive, inclusive 

environment for all.  This is conveyed through workshops and creative activities which increase 
engagement, build confidence and self-esteem.

“Everyone is unique and has a right to express themselves, to be 
listened to, and receive support to reach their potential.”.”

Volunteers have supported:
Greenlinks • Hopespace • Safespace • Breathing Space • Radstock Wellbeing 

Member’s Panel • Food for Thought • Crafty Minds • Wellbeing Walks • Fundraising 
Harvest Supper • Burns Night Supper • World Mental Health Day • Counselling

“I’ve been volunteering at Bath Mind for six years.  I started first as a 
service user but I got so much out of it I wanted to give something 

back.”  Adrian - Wellbeing Volunteer

“I really value and enjoy my volunteering 
with Bath Mind.  It allows me to use my 

personal and professional skills and be part 
of my local and wider community.”  

Romany - Volunteer Counsellor

Seasalt Cornwall 
Corporate Volunteers

Wessex Water 
Corporate Volunteers



Welfare Benefits

Arthus is 24 and his health conditions include depression, anxiety, unspecified 
eating disorder with multiple gastric problems.  At the time of engaging with 
Bath Mind he was living in social housing with his partner who was expecting 
their first child.  Due to his conditions, he is unable to work and needs support 
to carry out many daily living activities.

Prior to engagement, his initial PIP application was declined with 0 points 
being awarded for either Daily Living or Mobility Activities.  This decision was 
upheld after Mandatory Reconsideration.

Bath Mind carried out a full review of the evidence supplied and the decision making process of DWP, 
liaising with the client and creating an Appeal Submission which addressed each relevant point within 
the Activities on which a PIP Award is based.  Following Tribunal headed by a Judge, which the client 
attended, he was awarded Enhanced Rate Daily Living and Standard Rate Mobility PIP, resulting in a 
backdated payment of £7,484.66 and ongoing 4-weekly payments of £467.40 until 2/9/2026.

Arthur said before Bath Mind became involved he had all but given up.  He now feels that with the 
award his conditions are validated and he no longer feels anxiety around being able to provide for his 
family, or the degree of depression because he felt so many people (including those within DWP) did 
not believe that he was unwell  The outcome has been ‘life-changing’ and he has now been able to 
move forward with his life, reducing his dependency on his family and seeing improvements in his 
mental health which are allowing him to become properly involved in bringing up his child.

Arthur’s PIP Appeal

Our Welfare Benefits service currently focusses on high priority Appeals which bring the 
greatest benefit to the individual’s wellbeing, both financially and for their mental health.  Our 

Welfare Benefits Lead has been presenting to Bath Mind team managers to grow their 
understanding of the system, allowing them to properly guide clients and manage their 

expectations around entitlement.  This supports bringing early improvements to their mental 
health by reducing the stress and anxiety of inappropriate application for PIP.  Urgent cases 

not involving appeals are undertaken when needed in order to ensure the best health and 
financial outcomes for individuals with a high level of need.

The difference this service makes to individuals is significant due to the impact on their 
personal finances, self-esteem and their ability to move forward.  Our clients are those 
for whom the benefits system has got it wrong due to an inbuilt bias against mental 

ill-health.  When they come to us, they are at a very low point and feel that they are not 
believed that that they and their illnesses are insignificant in the eyes of others as they 

have been refused benefits which would enable them to lead a more normal life.  By 
engaging with them and translating their stories into language that will be understood 

at an Appeal Tribunal, we validate the reality of their conditions and give them the 
strength to make a difference to their own lives.

“I was on the verge of giving up before you got involved. 
I can’t believe the difference you made. Thank you.”

“I waited 4 
years to get 

PIP, so thanks 
so much for all 

your help!”

“Thank you.  Knowing what to expect at the assessment, and 
how to deal with it, made such a difference.”



Over the past year, we have seen a significant increase in the number of new referrals to our 
wellbeing service, which works closely with other Bath Mind services, providing a unique 

holistic service as chosen by the individual. Our wellbeing service includes a wide range of groups 
and short courses which offer opportunities to connect with new people, engage in activities 

and be supported by our dedicated, experienced team.  Activities are based around the ‘5 Ways 
to Wellbeing’ and people are supported with many aspects of their lives which contribute to 

their overall wellbeing, empowering them to improve and maintain their mental health.

New monthly Sharing 
Hub! The hub is a meeting 

of all groups, coming 
together to share food, 

make connections and find 
out more about what is 
happening in their local 

communities.  

Active Opportunities has 
an increased focus on 

‘Active’ for mental health 
with delivery of a weekly 
sports group at the local 
Leisure Centre; this has 
become the highlight of 
some members weeks.  

“I would not join an 
exercise class but these 

sessions are sociable, 
and I like that they are run 

by Bath Mind.”

“Wellbeing groups offer a lifeline for so many individuals, forming a vital part of their 
weekly routine.  A place for people to be themselves without fear of judgement, to 

make new connections learn new skills and increase personal resilience to manage their 
mental health challenges.” (Wellbeing Team Manager)

We developed 5 Peer 
Mentors within

Wellbeing Groups, all 
of whom completed 

Mental Health 
Awareness Training and 

are now supporting 
existing and new people 
at the regular Wellbeing 

groups.

Wellbeing

Crafty Minds launched in 
October 2022, a 

volunteer led initiative 
bringing together a group 

of 10 people living in a rural 
area of BaNES.  They 

create beautiful crafts to 
take home.

Safe Space was chosen 
to share learning as part 
of National Mind’s Four 

Nations “Building 
Community Resilience 

Webinar’.

Creative Drama 
sessions in Radstock 

culminated in a short film 
around the themes of 

loneliness and 
connection.  A former 

group member turn 
volunteer supported this 

project in a paid role.

The Wellbeing Team have 
attended monthly ‘Tea 
and Chat’ sessions at 

Bath College and Somer 
Valley site, informally 
engaging students in 
conversations around 
mental health, raising 
awareness of support 

available.

“Can I just thank you and 
the team for coming in on a 

regular basis during the 
past year - it really has 

made a positive difference 
for our students.”

“Attending the group 
helps me to stay well and 

avoid a crisis.”

“You always make me feel welcome, at ease, 
relieve my anxieties and I feel safe.”

Our Safe Space group has 
grown from strength to 

strength.  We now have 15 
young people engaging in 
the weekly support group, 

and a small waiting list.  
The group have enjoyed 

nature walks, nutrition and 
wellbeing talks, cooking, 
drama, and engaging in 
conversations around 

Healthy Relationships and 
LGBTQ+ issues.



We are hugely grateful to the over 180 community fundraisers who donated their time and 
efforts to raising vital funds for Bath Mind during 2022-2023.  Without the support of 

individuals like our challenge event fundraisers, Bath Half Marathon runners, event planners 
and online supporters, we simply could not do the work which we do.  Thank you also to the 

many people who supported the events which Bath Mind organised throughout the year, 
including the amazing local businesses who have supported us through fundraising activities 

and increasing awareness amongst their staffing teams.

Fundraising

Bath Marches
Our incredible team took on 

4,9 and 15 mile walks and raised 
an amazing £1,300 for Bath 

Mind.

World Mental Health Day 
event at Komedia

Our hugely successful event 
with music, spoken word, poetry 

and dance raised over £1,000.

Wear It Blue 
World Mental Health Day 

Bath Mind encouraged the 
community to “Wear It Blue”.
Now an annual event, we were 

delighted to see local 
businesses getting involved and 

with the support from 
Milsom Place.

Bath Half Marathon
We were delighted to support 
our 80+ runners at the Bath 

Half.  They raised an incredible 
£23,000 for Bath Mind, funds 

which have gone directly back to 
the community to support our 

life-changing services.

Bath Mind Christmas Cards
Thanks to local artists Jason 

Dorley-Brown and Emma 
Taylor Bath Mind had our first 
ever range of Christmas cards.  

We were delighted to see these 
flying off of the shelves.

Art as Therapy Exhibition
Bath Mind Ambassador, Jason 

Dorley-Brown brought together 
local artists to curate a 

fantastic exhibition at the RUH 
which rasied over £600 for Bath 

Mind’s services.

“9 years today I lost my 
brother.  After a battle with 
depression, he was taken by 

suicide.  The black dog bit too 
hard.  I ran Bath Half for Bath 
Mind in his memory.  Knowing  

how many people struggle 
with  mental health.  Knowing 
how important support, like 
the stuff Bath Mind provides 

is. Thankyou.”

Thank you to Tamsin.

“This December I am going to 
walk 10,000 steps every day 
to raise money for Bath Mind.  
It might not mean much to 

anyone else, but I really need 
a focus.  I will find it more 

challenging having a disability.  
People have no idea how 

awesome Bath Mind have been 
for me personally.  I would 

really like others to support 
Bath Mind by giving to this 
local charity that supports 

the BaNES community.”

Thank you to Danielle.

Bath Mind would like to thank funders who supported us in2022-2023, without 
whom our vital work would not be possible.

The National Lottery • Co-op iWill • Bath Boules  Bath and North East Somerset Council & CCG
Mind • St Monica Trust • Garfield Weston • Bath Half Marathon Fund • Stone Family Foundation 

Medlock Trust • Wiltshire Council and CCG • Masonic Charitable Trust • HCRG.

Thank you



Thank you to our amazing Ambassadors who have supported us in so many ways.

Bath Mind’s Business Development Team provide training in certified Mental 
Health First Aid and courses in Suicide Prevention, Mental Health Awareness, 
Wellbeing in the Workplace and many other bespoke options to support healthcare 

service providers, third sector and businesses across BaNES.  Training is available online or in 
person, on an individual or group basis.  Established in 2016, Bath Mind’s Training programme 

has an excellent reputation for high quality training and delivers training to the NHS and many 
other organisations in and around BaNES.

“The knowledge I have gained from the course will not only help me in my work life but 
also in my personal life too.  Our Bath Mind instructor was absolutely fantastic; their 

approach to teaching is brilliant and their compassion and understanding was so 
refreshing to listen to!  The skills I will now be able to carry forward to help myself and 

my peers will no doubt be extremely beneficial.”

Training

Bath College, The Soul Spa, Bath Spa University, Genesis Trust, Oasis Food Pantry, 
Off the Record, The Princes Trust, Creativity Works, GPs, Social Prescribers, AWP, Eco Wild, 

Soundwell, Bath Scape, Clean Slate, Bath Leisure Centre, Bath City Football Foundation, DHI, 
Wellbeing College, St Mungo’s, National Mind, University of Bath, More Trees BaNES, Curo 
employability, Brickfield Park, Future Bright, 3SG, Salvation Army, Curo, Virgin Care, Social 
Prescribers, Police, GP, Talking Therapies, CamHS, Julian House, Wiltshire Mind, Wellbeing 

College,   St John’s Trust, Southside, Social Services, SARCAS, Citizens Advice, DWP, Age UK, 
Trauma Breakthrough, Bath City Farm, The Freedom Project, Soundwell Music Therapy, The 

Holburne Museum, Fresh Arts, Archcare, Curo, AWP, BSW.

“Incredibly positive experience, (the trainer) was a joy to listen to and everyone was 
incredibly friendly and supportive.  I feel more confident in approaching mental health 
conversations as part of my workplace and every day life. Thank you for everything!”

Bath Mind works alongside many organisations in and around BaNES, both via referrals and to 
connect those using our services with other services and support.  We hugely value such 

collaborations, which enable us all to provide the best support possible to people who use 
our services.

Collaborative Partners

In 2022-2023 we provided in-house training for RUH, BaNES council, Bath Spa 
University, Avon Fire & Rescue Service, Holburne Museum, Curo, Curious Universe 

and many more as well as public courses for individuals!

Jason 
Dorley Brown

Renee 
McGregor

Madeline 
Blackburn

352 people qualified as
Mental Health First Aiders

through our training in 2022-2023

  

Mental Health First Aid - Online Training   
  

Course Location: Online, United Kingdom  

Instructor: Bath Mind Trainer   

  

This Online course qualifies you as a Mental Health First Aider, giving you:                                                                       
                                                        

● An in-depth understanding of mental health and the factors that can affect well-being.         
● Practical skills to spot the triggers and signs of mental health issues.                                                                         
● Confidence to step in, reassure and support a person in distress.                                                                                  
● Enhanced interpersonal skills such as non-judgemental listening                                                                                  
● Knowledge to help someone recover their health by guiding them to further support - whether 

that’s self-help resources, through their employer, the NHS, or a mix  
 .  

Takeaways  
Everyone who completes the course gets:  

● A certificate to confirm you are a Mental Health First Aider  
● A manual to refer to whenever you need it  
● A quick reference card for the Mental Health First Aid action plan  
● A workbook including a helpful toolkit to support your own mental health.  

   

Format  
● This is an online course delivered through the MHFA England Online Learning Hub  
● Learning takes place through four live training sessions, spread across two weeks, with self-

learning activities in between. See course structure section below for more detail   
● Each session is built around a Mental Health First Aid action plan  
● We limit numbers to 16 people per course so that the instructor can keep people safe and 

supported while they learn.  

  

Ambassadors



Our Digital Impact
We have continued to increase our digital resources over 2022-2023, with new pages on our 

website, and a wealth of new support resources.  Clear signposting to services helps people to 
find the help they need as quickly as possible.  

Our social media provides support resources, tips, information, signposting and celebrations 
of those who have supported Bath Mind, whilst increasing awareness and tackling stigma.

Posters and Promotion
Posters promoting our services are displayed 

across BaNES to support maximum reach.  We 
have increased awareness in particular this year 

by connecting and sharing with local 
GP surgeries.

Social Media

Over the past year, the number of direct 
messages received on social media has 

increased by 10%, reinforcing the 
importance of digital connection to many in 

our community.  

Support Resources
We have continued to increase the number of 

support resources which can be viewed or 
downloaded from our website.  These are widely 
accessed within our Wellbeing Activities section.

Website

Our website is an increasingly important part 
of our services, and has supported 37, 855 
users this year who are able to access full 

information on Bath Mind’s services,  useful 
resources and signposting.

www.bathmind.org.uk

Need help with your mental health,
but not sure where to start?

Ba

th
Mind can help.

 access@bathmind.org.uk0808 175 1369

Contact us to book in a friendly chat: 
Open 09.00am to 5.30pm, Monday-Sunday.

www.bathmind.org.uk/access

Our Access Community Mental Health team 
walk alongside you every step of the way, making

sure you can access the support you need. 

Freephone line. Service for anyone 16 years old and over in BANES.

Get in touch 
to join:

07538 113890
wellbeing@
bathmind.org.uk

bathmind.org.uk/W

ellbeingG
roups

mindful drawing
drama sessions
quizzes

A weekly community
support group offering
social activities that
benefit wellbeing,
including :

Join Open
Opportunities:

The Bubble, Bath.
BA1 1SQ

Mondays
1:00pm - 2:30pm

Breathing Space:
BATH MIND EVENING SUPPORT HUB

Calm, safe, supportive.
0808 175 1369

To self-refer, please email or call and 
leave a message.

Hub open every evening from 18:00-22:30.

BreathingSpace@bathmind.org.uk

bathmind.org.uk/breathingspace

Breathing
Space:
TELEPHONE LINE AND EVENING SUPPORT HUB

Calm, safe,
supportive.

Hub open every evening 
from 18:00-22:30. Call or
email by 5pm to self-refer.

E V E N I N G  S U P P O R T  H U B

Telephone line open every
evening from 17:30- 23:00.

A trained,
listening ear.
T E L E P H O N E  S U P P O R T  L I N E

0808 175 1369
To self-refer and access the evening
support hub, please email or call by

5pm, and leave a message.

bathmind.org.uk/breathingspace

BreathingSpace@bathmind.org.uk

Creativity and crafts

Gift making

A focus on wellbeing

Join Crafty Minds!
A weekly session of fun, relaxing crafts.

1:30-3:30pm

Join Bath Mind and
Creativity Works for our
weekly Crafty Minds
session including:

wellbeing@
bathmind.org.uk

07538 113 890

Get in touch
to join: Location: The Hive

Bath Rd, Peasedown St
John, Bath BA2 8DH

www.bathmind.org.uk/
craftyminds

£3 per session covering 
materials and refreshments

Mental Health
Outreach Service:

Support for your mental
health and wellbeing

Find out where else you
can get support locally

Drop-in service available
on Thurs from 12 – 4.30pm 

with Bath Mind and Julian House

Contact our Outreach Practitioner 
Rachel Hingston by contacting your key worker 

Location: Grosvenor
Place, Bath, BA1 6BA

Get in touch to find out more:

bathmind.org.uk/our-services/supported-living

CALLING ALL 
YOUNG CREATORS:

Do you live in or near to Midsomer Norton or Radstock?

Join us for a summer of
Drama Workshops!

Bath Mind and Think
Theatre are teaming up to
make a short film inspired

by loneliness and
connection, and we want

you to help us make it!

bathmind.org.uk/dramagroup

FREE to attend
No experience needed

Learn storytelling skills
for stage and screen

Boost your self-
confidence and wellbeing

Radstock Library,
BA3 3PR

Thursdays, 
7pm - 8.30pm

Thursday 21st July

Where:

When:

Starts:

Open to all aged 16-25.
Sign up at our website:

11am-12:30pm

No experience needed
Chance to try new
creative writing exercises
Open to anyone aged 16+
FREE to attend!

Please bring a notepad and pen!

Creative Writing:
Join our online creative
writing taster session!

Thursday 14th September

RozMascall@
bathmind.org.uk

07377 532 937

Get in touch
to join: Location: Virtual via Zoom

Led by Roz at Bath Mind

Emergency
Department:

 

Adult Intervention Service

Open at RUH
Bath A&E from:

Age 18+
Presenting to
emergency department
Experiencing mental
health crisis 

Referral criteria

www.bathmind.org.uk/emergencydept

Non-judgemental
listening and support

Follow up calls
provided the next day

In A&E for your
mental health?
We will help you
with your next
steps.

Mon-Sun, 9am-6pm

Emergency Department, Royal United Hospital Bath

1/4
Protein

1/4
Starch

1/2
Vegetables

and
Fruit Healthy

Fats
Eat a rainbow.
Aim for 8-10 
portions of 

fruit and
vegetables 

a day.

Choose
wholemeal/brown

instead of
white.

Substitute beans
and pulses for meat.

Eat oily fish once
or twice a week.

Vegetables 
and Fruit
Try to eat 8-10 
portions of fruit and 
vegetables a day.
These can be fresh
or frozen.
Eat raw, cook gently
or steam to maximise
the nutrients.  

A Healthy Plate

Protein
Meat and poultry. 
Fish and seafood.
Dairy  products - milk, 
cheese.  
Eggs.
Beans, lentils, pulses.
Soya products.  
Nuts and seeds.

Starch
(Carbohydrates)
Bread
Rice
Pasta
Potatoes
Grains - quinoa, spelt.
Wheat products.

Try to swap white
for brown/wholemeal.

Healthy Fats
Olive oil.
Coconut oil.
Flax seed oil.
Rapeseed oil.
Black seed oil.
Avocado oil.
Nut oils.

Water
Water is essential to hydrate us.  
It helps transport nutrients which supports 
our immune system.
Try to drink 6-8 glasses of water a day.
A typical glass size would be around 250ml.

Our Top 5 Anti-Ageing Exercises
As we grow older, many of us invest a lot of time, thought and money into 
attempting to avoid the natural process of ageing.  If you are searching for 

an all-natural method that could protect your brain, bones and 
muscles from some of the effects of ageing, the answer could in fact be as 

simple as incorporating a balanced exercise programme into your life.

1. Cardiovascular exercise
This form of exercise is essential for heart health. Walking is a great form of this type 
of exercise. Trying to reach the often mentioned ideal of 10 000 steps a day may not be 
possible for everyone, but aiming for 30 minutes 5 days a week may be more achievable. 
Remember that this can be broken up into chunks, for example walking for 10 minutes 
three times per day.  Swimming and cycling are also great examples of cardiovascular 
exercise.

2. Strength training
This type of exercise may help to prevent muscle wastage. Squats and lunges are 
examples of these and can be performed in your own home without any specific 
equipment. Always ensure you have the correct technique , and consult a professional 
if you are unsure. Two to three times per week and 10-15 reps for each exercise is a 
good guideline. HIIT or High Intensity Interval training is a great way to combine 
strength training and cardiovascular exercise.

3. Flexibility
Try to include stretching exercises at least twice a week and hold each stretch for 
30-60 seconds. Yoga is a great way of building up and maintaining flexibility - 
try to find a beginners class near you.

4. Focus on core strength
Our core muscles form part of our inner musculature that helps to support our spine 
and keep us upright. This helps to ensure we maintain a good posture and can help to 
prevent back problems. Pilates classes can benefit core and back strength as well as 
exercises using stability balls.

5. Balance
Falls can become more common as we grow older and become more unstable on our 
feet. It is therefore very important to work on maintaining our balance. This should 
ideally form part of any exercise programme. Simple movements like supporting 
yourself while trying to stand on one leg at a time may help to improve balance.

© Bath Mind 2022
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This activity can be empowering and help us to understand what can be managed at this
moment, rather than worry and uncertainty becomin overwhelming.

Help managing uncertainty and feelings of overwhelm
Uncertainty is a normal and inevitable part of life.  However, navigating uncertainty can be 
difficult and prolonged uncertainty can negatively affect our wellbeing.

When we are feeling stressed, anxious or overwhelmed, it can be helpful to look at what is
within our conrol, and what is outside of our control.

Write in the circles things that can and can’t be influenced by you.

‘Spheres of Influence’

Most Control

Some Control No Control

For example:
Our practical actions, such 
as tidying a living space, 
preparing for something at 
work or incorporating more 
movement into your routine.

For example: our work schedule. For example: larger global issues.

If you’d like to learn more about food, nutrition and eating well on a 
budget, come along to our Community Days at Monksdale Road 

Allotments - the next one is in February 2022. 
Find out more at www.bathmind.org.uk

Immune System Support

Zinc is a mineral that has been found to be essential for immune 
function as well as its role in repairing body tissues and wound healing.  
The cells of our immune system depend on it to function correctly, it 
helps to keep our skin healthy and reduces inflammation.

It is found in the highest concentration in oysters and other seafood as 
well as red meat; but nuts like almonds and cashews; seeds and 
legumes also contain high amounts of zinc.

Our bodies aren’t able to make thier own zinc which is why it is so 
important that we get enough zinc from our food.
As zinc isn’t stored in the body we need to make sure that we get 
enough from our diets to fulfil our zinc requirements. This can usually be 
quite easily achived by eating a balanced diet and including a 
variety of fruit and vegetables, some protein rich foods like eggs, meat 
or legumes, wholegrains, nuts and seeds.  Snacking on a small handful 
of almonds or including some seeds when baking are a good way to 
increase our intake of this very important nutrient.

Maintaining a healthy diet, to 
support our immune system, 

can be a challenge at this 
time of year.  Whilst we all 
may indulge in less healthy 

choices, it’s important to 
ensure we maintain balanced 

nutrition.

Aim to eat 6-8 portions of 
fruit and vegetables a day. 

Stay hydrated, aim to drink 
6-8 glasses (approx. 250ml) 

of water each day.

A Healthy Plate

The role of zinc in boosting immunity

If you’re over 55 and would like support with food 
budgeting, nutrition, mental and physical wellbeing, 
get in touch to find out about our new free courses: 
foodforthought@bathmind.org.uk

Nature for Wellbeing

Photograph courtesy of Adrian

www.bathmind.org.uk/resources/wellbeing-activities/nature/

Lentil Bolognese Pasta
Lentil Bolognese pasta that is full of flavour, easy to make and ready 
in under 30 minutes!  This meal is high in plant-based protein which 
is an essential macronutrient that helps build muscle, repair tissue 
and make enzymes in the body.

INGREDIENTS

1 small white onion, chopped
1 clove of garlic, minced
1 tbsp olive oil
1 small carrot, peeled and diced
1 small stalk celery, chopped
250g chopped tomatoes
45g green lentils
160ml low sodium veg stock
1/2 tsp dried basil
1/2 tsp dried parsley
1/4 tsp salt
1/4 tsp chilli flakes (optional)
70g uncooked spaghetti
A pinch of black pepper
Fresh basil to serve.

METHOD

1. Add the olive oil, onion and  
 garlic to a large pot over 
 medium heat and cook for 5  
 minutes until the onion 
 begins to brown.
2. Add the carrot and celery
 and cook for approx 8 
 minutes until the carrots 
 soften and brown slightly.
3. Add the chopped tomatoes,  
 green lentils, vegetable   
 stock, dried basil, dried 
 parsley, salt, chilli flakes and  
 black pepper.  Stir well to 
 incorporate then cook over  
 high heat.
4. Once boiling, reduce the   
 heat to low.  Cover and let  
 simmer for approximately 25  
 minutes, stirring occasionally,  
 until the lentils are fully   
 cooked.
5. About half way through,   
 bring a large pot of water to
  the boil and cook the pasta  
 according to the package  
  instructions.
6. Serve the sauce over pasta  
 with fresh basil and   
 a pinch of black pepper.

This recipe makes ONE serving, 
but can be doubled, tripled or 
even quadrupled to make many 
meals in bulk.  Store it in an 
airtight container in the fridge 
for up to 3 days, and reheat in a 
microwave until piping hot.

Suitable for vegans.
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Water and mental health

There is a close relationship between 
hydration and mental health. This is because 
mental health is driven primarily by the brain.

Insufficient water consumption may result in 
brain function slowing down. Therefore, it is 
important to think of water as an essential 

nutrient for the brain. 

Aim to drink around 6-8 glasses per day. This 
includes liquids like tea and sugar-free drinks.

Dehydration may lead to:
Increased feelings of tension and 
confusion

Increased risk of developing of anxiety 
and depression

Decreased energy / increased fatigue
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Bath Mind’s staff are passionate about supporting mental health and dedicated to 
reducing stigma and improving mental health for all. 

Press and Publications

The impact on our staff

If you’d like to work in an 
organisation which values and 

respects you as an individual, in a 
job that has meaning and can have 

a direct impact on your community, 
take a look at our website for our 

current vacancies: 
www.bathmind.org.uk

I have loved 
working at Breathing 

Space. The team is incredibly 
supportive, and the service is a 
little hidden local treasure that 
compares to nothing else that I 

have come across. 

I am so proud of the 
service we deliver. Supporting 

people following a psychiatric admission or 
significant mental health decline is SO 

pertinent to their recovery in the 
community. Our success is reflected in the 

positive feedback we receive from both 
the people we support and AWP 

teams.

 A 
highlight of 

work for me is 
creating a space where 

we see clients build 
relationships and peer 

support often when they 
have been 

socially isolated.

It 
has been 

humbling to see the 
members of our wellbeing 

groups support 
eachother, welcome 

newcomers and share their 
experiences with 

eachother.

I’m 
proud of my 

involvement with the online 
Support Directory.  Knowing that our 

efforts have made a positive difference in 
so many lives is really rewarding.It is amazing to 

see how people coming 
together can have such a 

positive impact on their lives 
- being able to give people this 
space and time to share things 
with others and feel listened to 
and heard is such an important 

part of what the wellbeing 
groups provide.

It’s a real joy 
being part of such a kind and 

supportive team!”

It’s been 
particularly good to 

see so many young people 
volunteering this year and 

getting rewarding experience 
that also benefits the 
people we support.

Press
Thankyou to local press and publiations who have 
supported us by printing or sharing our content.
We have featured in: Pukka Bath; InBath Digital; 

The Bath Chronicle; Bath Life.

We have increased our range of publications through 2022-2023 to include a broad range of 
leaflets which are available in print or can be downloaded from our website.  We have regular 

content in several local print and online publications and share press releases across 
newspaper, radio and broader press contacts in BaNES.

Our Services

www.bathmind.org.uk

A Guide to Bath Mind’s 
Mental Health and Wellbeing Services

in Bath and North East Somerset
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Publications
Over the past year, our Wellbeing in BaNES 
magazine has printed over 4,000 copies and 

distribution continues to grow.   With its 
accessible content, it provides activities including 
crossword/wordsearch and informative articles as 

well as support resources and information on 
services and events.

Our Food for Thought group have created a range 
of leaflets for the over 55’s, supporting with 

nutrition for wellbeing as well as physical health.

Community 
Unity Day

Thursday
7th April

1.30-3.30pm

Limited car parking available. Please try to walk or cycle.
This is an accessible venue.

Monksdale Road Allotments
Bath BA2 2JD

Come along and meet your community!

Tasty bakes

Hot drinks

Live music

Activities

Any questions? Contact: AngelaFarr@bathmind.org.uk

For further information and 
details of all our services 
please visit our website
www.bathmind.org.uk

Green
Links
enjoy gardening together

Stalls

Find out more about how to support your wellbeing

Wellbeing
Information

Compton Dando
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Smell the scent
of flowers

Watch the
sun set

EcoW    d

Alexandra
Park
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Kensington
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Sandpits

Linear
Park

Henrietta
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Victoria
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Green
Park

Parade
Gardens

Bathampton
Riverside

Monksdale Road

Ammerdown

Midsomer Norton
Town Park Priston Southstoke ClavertonHigh LittletonCam BrookGreyfield Woods

Chew Valley

Compton Dando Keynsham Park North Stoke Kelston Roundhill Boyd Lake Carr’s Wood
Twerton 
Roundhill

Ubley

Bath Skyline

Space to breathe and take in the views 
of the city while surrounded by wild 
flowers and the buzz of the season. 

EcoW    d

Think of 3 things that you 
are grateful for every day. 

     Nature is on 
your doorstep;

walk to 
Bath’s parks, 

riverside
walks and 

canal paths.

Write a letter, compose a 
poem or verse. 

Stay in the moment. Look 
around and appreciate 

what you see.

Appreciate others.  Think 
about someone who has been 

kind to you.

Imagine you have roots like a 
tree, helping to keep 

you strong.

Focus on your breath for a few
minutes of calm.

Listen to the sounds of
nature.

Find a quiet place to read 
without distraction.

Doodle, sketch, paint or draw.
Focus on this alone.

Take a mindful
moment in nature

to support 
your wellbeing

Newbridge

Local & Independent Since 1998

Chew Magna

Greenlinks provides an opportunity to stay in
touch with nature, meeting on our allotments.  

For further information/to self-refer visit 
www.bathmind.org.uk/our-services/
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For information and
resources to help support

your mental health and
wellbeing, visit

www.bathmind.org.uk/
resources/
wellbeing-activities/

www.alltrails.com

Our members panel recommend this 
website for planning walks in nature:

Spend time in nature

•
•
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•
•
•
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Mark Oddy
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www.bathmind.org.uk

Our Vision is of a society that promotes and protects good mental health for 
all and treats people with experience of mental ill health fairly, positively and 

with respect.

Our Values
Our values underpin everything we do and are a core part of who we are.

Trustworthy and Safe
Courageous and Empowering

Person Centred and Collaborative
Creative and Adaptive

Compassionate and Empathetic
Interconnected

Supporting autonomy

Our Mission
We are here to promote and nurture everyone’s mental health, through 

the provision of information, activities, advice and support.

10 Westgate Street
Bath BA1 1EQ

Telephone: 01225 316199
Email: admin@bathmind.org.uk

Registered Charity No: 1069403
Registered in England: 3531040

On this our 25th Anniversary, we would first and foremost like to extend our sincere 
thanks to the many people who have placed their trust in us to support their mental 
health and wellbeing.  With your courage and commitment, together, we have truly 
made a difference to our community. 

To those who share their experience and learning, offering peer support to others; we 
are immensely thankful.  Through this we build compassionate, supportive, inclusive 
communities.

Bath Mind are fortunate to have been supported by amazing volunteers, fundraisers and 
organisations who have donated their time, skills and supported our work financially.  
We hugely appreciate everything you do; we simply could not continue our valuable work 
without you.

Last, but certainly not least, we thank our incredible colleagues who have worked for 
Bath Mind over the past 25 years.  Each of you has made a valuable contribution to our 
growth and the impact we make in fighting stigma and improving mental health and 
wellbeing across BaNES.

Looking to the future, we know that there are challenging times ahead, not least with 
continued cost of living pressures and diminishing financial resources for third sector 
organisations like ours.  Bath Mind will continue to work hard, to provide local people 
with high quality, much needed services, supporting the development of  connected 
and resilient communities.


